ABSTRACT Recently, the face detection and alignment is so popular and widely used in many research and application fields. Many superior face detection algorithms such as multi-task cascade convolutional network have been presented. However, it has difficulty in predicting faces among the big scale images in real time due to its three stages cascade architecture with less optimization. In this paper, we propose a full GPU-based batch multi-task cascade convolutional network which is carefully designed and optimized in each step to gain a superior speed performance. In addition, we present a novel parallel memory allocation strategy, which further enables our algorithm to support the batch operation, so that the system throughput increases significantly. In the experiment, our method achieves up to 300fps, over 600% speedup with an equal accuracy over the state-of-the-art methods on the face detection benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, face detection and alignment has become a hot branch in computer vision domain. There are many realistic strong demand for face detection such as attendance checking system, security check system and so on. And in many realistic situation, the need of real time is urgent. However, face detection is still a challenging problem due to the large visual variations of faces, such as different poses, lightings, part occlusions, changing expressions and so on.
In the early days, researchers always design a man-made feature to train a face classifiers, the most representative algorithm is the cascade face detector [1] . In this algorithm, authors introduced Haar-Like features and train the detector with AdaBoost. At that time, the detector achieves a nearly real-time performance. While some days later, many works [2] - [4] pointed out that this kind of detector's performance decrease significantly in realistic application situation with complicated face variations. Even though the modified works introduced in more optimized features and classifiers, the performance is still poor.
Beside this cascade algorithm, deformable part models [5] - [7] are introduced in face detection field and the presented methods achieve remarkable results. However, the price of the novel algorithms is the heavy computation and the large and expensive annotation requirement during the training process.
In recent years, convolutional neural networks(CNNs) with the idea of deep learning have shone out in many research and application fields, ranging from natural language processing [8] , speech recognition [9] , especially in object recognition domain [10] . With the help of local receptive field created by convolutional operations, CNNs and its varieties have won different kinds of image challenges' award across the world. As a result, this method is introduced in face detection immediately, many new algorithms based on CNN have been proposed, such as Faster-RCNN [11] , SSD [12] , MobileNet [13] , YOLO [14] and so on. However, they all meet some bottleneck, for example, Faster-RCNN, SSD have a speed bottleneck, MobileNet and YOLO have a accuracy bottleneck. There are no good algorithm to solve both these two problem until multi-task cascaded convolutional networks(MTCNN) [15] has been presented. This method uses three cascaded small scale CNNs to make face detection and alignment at the same time. Three CNNs generate proposals from coarse to fine. In this way, MTCNN detects possible faces accurately in a shorter time than other methods.
The original MTCNN is implemented in Matlab, however, there are several varieties of MTCNN implemented in other deep learning frameworks which can obtain higher fps.
Such as in Caffe [16] , Tensorflow [17] , MxNet [18] and even on some mobile platform such as mobile phones with ARM [19] processors. All of these frameworks use Graphics Processing Units (GPU) [20] , a kind of famous and powerful computing accelerator which is already widely used in deep learning training and testing. Even though different frameworks implement the same algorithm, the Caffe version with C++ wrapper is the fastest among them because of the computation efficiency of Caffe and C++ language. So we implement our method in the same framework and language.
As the author of MTCNN said, the fps of MTCNN is 30 in a 3Ghz CPU platform. However, in a real world case, the fps can not achieve that high value. In a 480p or lower resolution image with only several possible faces, the fps can reach 30, with a well designed hyper parameter, it may be 99fps on a powerful GPU. But in a 1080p image with 20 or more faces, the speed decreases quickly, sometimes only 10fps or less. So there is still a long way to meet the realtime face detection inference demand, and how to accelerate this MTCNN algorithm further more is a challenging and meaningful work.
In this paper, we propose a over real-time face detection and alignment method, named full GPU based batch multitask cascaded convolutional networks(GBCNN). GBCNN actually reforms a series of images into a batch to significantly increase the throughput. More than that, we well optimize each part of MTCNN, now our whole GBCNN can inference on GPU without the help of CPU, this modification save a lot of data transport time between CPU and GPU.
After all, we summarize the main spotlights of this work as followed:
To the best of our knowledge, our work is first to provide a batch MTCNN solution to infer more than single input image at one time. After introducing in this strategy, we increase the GPU computation usage and the throughput significantly. This is what we called ''Batch-CNN''.
On the basis of the modification above, we further optimized each step of the whole net carefully on GPU to keep the original MTCNN running on GPU all the time instead of on CPU and GPU alternatively. With the help of all GPU based implementation, we do not only save data translation time between CPU and GPU but also save a lot of CPU execution time. This is what we called ''All GPU Based CNN''.
II. RELATED WORK
This section provides an overview of the basic CNN algorithm, state-of-the-art face detection and alignment method-MTCNN, and its key limitations that motivate our work.
A. CNN
MTCNN is consist of three simple cascaded CNN, so we first briefly introduce the basic convolutional neural networks(CNN).
Nowadays CNN and its varieties have come one of the most famous and powerful methods. Especially, CNNs have been widely used in computer vision and other image-related fields and have achieve a series of excellent results [10] . Since CNN is so outstanding, its use cases have expanded to many other domain such as natural language processing, sound detection, speech recognition and so on.
A traditional CNN is usually consist of multiple types of layers, include but not limited to convolutional layers, which consist a series of filters to convolute an image or other data array in some stride and generate feature maps; pooling layers, which usually use maximum or average operation to down sample a certain position of the input feature maps' response and obtain smaller size feature maps; activation layers, which may use relu or other activation functions to enhance the positive feature values and weak the negative noise values; full-connected layers, which usually appear in final position of a CNN, these layers combine the feature maps into a series of one dimension predict labels. Although there are many other kind of layers in a standard CNN, in this work we pay more attention to the layers have been used in MTCNN.
A standard CNN instance is a stack of different layers, which is shown in Figure 1 . We discuss a naive and simple face detection task for example. A raw face image is first preprocessed, the result is set to the input layer. Then the feature extraction layers, or usually so-called block which includes convolutional layers, pooling layers and activation layers, extract the low-level features in a given face image and generate high-level features. Usually there are a series of blocks in a CNN instance, these blocks extract the features from low to high, from concrete to abstract layer by layer. At last, the classification layers such as soft-max, SVM and so on predict a final result or bounding box depending on the extracted feature maps.
The whole process mentioned above is a standard inference or so called feed forwarding procedure. In this work, we focus on the inference procedure rather than the training procedure because in a real case, a face detection task is usually using a well-trained model to make a fast and continuous inference. In the task, the model is fixed and doesn't need to be fine-tuned. The time-consuming training procedure is always done on a GPU cluster platform beforehand. A welltrained model can be used a long time, so we don't pay much attention to the model training time but the inference time.
B. MTCNN
MTCNN integrates face detection and face alignment together by using a three stage cascaded CNNs. In a standard MTCNN, the first stage generates many possible proposal windows very quickly using a simple shallow CNN. After that, in the second stage, it rejects a huge number of impossible face windows by a little more complex CNN. Thirdly, it further refine the proposal face windows by a more powerful wide CNN and generates five facial landmarks positions. The overall framework is shown in Figure 2 . Thanks to this coarse to fine multi-task architecture, it can get a real time performance. Before the main MTCNN pipeline, the given image is first initially resized to different scales to build an image pyramid, then the pyramid images are piped to first stage cascaded CNN.
The first stage of MTCNN is called Proposal Network (P-Net), it is a fully convolutional network with 3 basic blocks(convolutional layer, pooling layer and relu layers). This simple P-Net proposes the candidate facial boxes. Then the proposed facial boxes are calibrated based on the estimated bounding box regression vectors. At the end of P-Net, the author deploys a non-maximum suppression, or so called ''NMS'' to merge the facial boxes which are highly overlapped.
The second stage of MTCNN is called Refine-Net(R-Net), all candidates facial boxes from P-Net are fed into this CNN net. The R-Net further rejects a large number of impossible candidate facial boxes and performs calibration with bounding box regression, then just like the P-Net do, makes NMS operation.
The third stage in MTCNN is just like R-Net, the author call it Output Net(O-Net). But the O-Net further identifies face regions with more supervision. In particular, this O-Net includes 5 sub-net to inference five facial landmarks' positions. Then with the more authentic five landmarks(two eyes, one nose, two mouth), we can get a better face position. VOLUME 7, 2019 With the benefit of three cascaded naive CNNs, MTCNN has got a extraordinary performance in speed and accuracy. But actually, the results in that paper are made in a public benchmark, the image size is between 360p to 480p, and the number of truth ground faces in each image is somewhat little. So the performance in original MTCNN paper is high, the frames per second(fps) reaches nearly 100 on a Titan Black GPU. However, when the image size and face number increase, the performance declines seriously, in our experiments, the fps in a 1080p image with more than 10 faces decrease to 30fps. So there is still much room to improve to get a higher performance.
The room to speed inference up is mainly focused on the unoptimized implementation of MTCNN algorithm. The original implementation runs the pure cascaded CNN parts on GPU but the rest parts of MTCNN are run on CPU instead. And limited to the different scale images pyramid, each scale image has to be fed to Caffe framework one by one, this procedure is really unoptimized. So these disadvantages motive us to further optimize the whole algorithm and present our GBCNN.
III. GBCNN
There are two contributions in our GBCNN, one is to present a novel parallel multi-scale memory allocation strategy that enable our algorithm to support batch operation so that the system throughput will increase significantly, the other one is to propose a full gpu based batch multi-task cascade convolutional network which is carefully designed and optimized in each step to further gains a superior speed performance. Since Caffe framework has a pure C++ implementation, it has a remarkable speed advantage, we implement our GBCNN on this deep learning framework.
Next, we detail the multi-scale parallelization method and the implementation of full gpu based CNN.
A. MULTI-SCALE PARALLELIZATION OF GB-CNN
One of the speed limitation in original MTCNN is the structure parallel problem, that is to say, the architecture of MTCNN is not easy to be paralleled. For example, at the very begin of MTCNN, we need to generate a series of multiscale image pyramids, these images are fed to P-Net in the follow step. However, most deep learning framework, such as Caffe, Tensorflow, pyTorch and so on do not support mutiscale inputs. All the inputs should be the same size and packed into batch to be fed to the network and obtain a high computation efficiency. As a result, in a MTCNN, different scale images have to be inferred one by one, and at the top of the image pyramid, the image is resized to a very small size, when this image is fed to P-Net to make a inference, the computing usage of GPU is really low. This problem is shown in Figure 3 .
Here our solution is: feeding more images to the input data flow, for each pyramid scale, we pack a series of images into a batch in order to increase the utilization rate of GPU. Further more, we optimized this packing operation by combining it with image pyramid generation operation, these two process are executed in a single CUDA kernel on GPU. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Unfortunately, this solution brings a new problem: the images in a batch generate different number of candidate bounding boxes. But in Caffe, the data holder ''Blob'' have four dimensions: image number(n), channel(c), width(w), height(h). Here we store n images' generated bounding boxes, and channel c represents bounding boxes number of each image. And for each image in n number, channel c should be the same, if data in each c is different, an dimension index error comes out.
To solve this problem, we expand all the bounding boxes number to a same fixed value bbox_capacity, the bbox_capacity is calculated as Equation 1. Here we explain this equation, during our practicing, we find that after generating image pyramid, the smaller scale, the fewer bounding boxes we obtain. So we compare all the first layers of different images' pyramids and choose a maximum one to be the base value of our memory allocation strategy. To choose this value, we can make sure that all the bounding boxes will be hold on in the memory and the out of memory errors will not happen. However, this value is not optimized obviously, there are somewhat waste of memory capacity. And the lower limit of this value is not discussed in this work. This memory allocation strategy is illustrated in Figure 5 . In each block, the bounding boxes generated by the same image's pyramid are stored in sequence. If there are free space in this block, we fill them with zeros. And each block has a capacity of bbox_capacity, they are arranged by the order of images' batch.
We use this strategy to allocate the bounding boxes to GPU memory after the inference of P-Net. And after we obtain all the output bounding boxes, we squeeze the discrete memory space to a continuous one by removing the blank memory space. That is because the squeezed bounding boxes are convenient to be assembled into batches to be used by the followed R-Net and O-Net. In original MTCNN, R-Net and O-Net take the generated bounding boxes by P-Net as the input images and crop the small image packages then resize them to a fixed scale. These small image packages from one original input image are organized to a batch to be fed to R-Net and O-Net. While our GB-CNN feed multiple input images to P-Net, we get bounding boxes of different images, then we assemble all these bounding boxes together. We calculate all these boxes in R-Net and O-Net without considering which image the candidate bounding box belongs to. Because for these nets, the inference calculation are the same for all the small cropped images, no matter which image the box is from. However, the NMS operation after these nets does matters. All NMS operation should be calculated among bounding boxes from the same image, so we create a new index array to identify the candidate box. With the help of these index arrays, we can execute NMS correctly.
B. ALL GPU BASED IMPLEMENTATION
The other fact to motivate us to further optimize original MTCNN is that the inference parts between adjacent cascaded CNNs execute the calculation on CPU but not always on GPU. This architecture makes some disadvantages: 1. a waste time of data translation between CPU and GPU, 2. execution process is less optimized on CPU platform than GPU. In Figure 6 , the red arrows mean the data copy operation between CPU and GPU. In original MTCNN, image pyramid generation, bounding boxes NMS, bounding boxes points conversion are all executed by CPU, while the CNNs inferences are deployed on GPU. The temporary data have to be downloaded from GPU to CPU first, then uploaded to GPU again after CPU computation. So all these processes make more overhead.
Our solution is to execute all operations on GPU, remove data transport between CPU and GPU. The solution can be showed in Figure 7 . From Figure 7 we can find that all computation is done on GPU. We modify many parts of original MTCNN, include but not limited to: add GPU implementation of memory data layer and predict layer in Caffe, add crop and resize parallel GPU implementation, add fast softmax NMS GPU implementation, modify the output layer of P/R/O/-Net in order to keep the temporary data on GPU.
Next we detailed our optimized methods in GBCNN. The author use CPU to calculate some parts of MTCNN because the calculation in these parts are not easy or friendly for VOLUME 7, 2019 GPU execution. We abstract all these challenges into two ''hard patterns'', one is ''filter dependency'', the other one is ''memory read-write conflict''. Next we introduce our solution to these two challenges separately.
1) HARD PATTERN 1: FILTER DEPENDENCY
Filter Dependency means the data to be calculated have a relationship of filter dependency. For example, in a softmax NMS operation, the elements in candidate bounding box pool of i-th epoch depend on the results coming from the elements' comparison of (i-1)-th epoch. As showed in Figure 8 , for example, we obtain 10 candidate bounding boxes after P-Net, and these boxes are sorted by the face confidence score in a descending order. We mark them from label 1 to 0 and set a threshold t. boxes remain in the pool. From the process above mentioned, we can find that, in each step, the current comparison is depend on the previous step, so it is hard to be paralleled. As we know this kind of dependence can not be avoid, but we can still optimize it. Our algorithm is: compare each element with the others at the same time ignoring whether it might has already been deleted in past history, then we make a mask table for the results and compare elements by bitwise in series. We make the same example as mentioned above. At the very begin we compare each box's IOU in the bounding boxes pool in parallel, and mark all the overlapped boxes positions, this result table is recorded in an n × n array, all these operations are launched in GPU. Each bounding boxes pool of a certain image in a batch generates a mask array, and we get batch_number arrays in total. After obtaining these masks, we launch batch_number threads on a GPU to filter the final softmax NMS results for each mask in parallel. In each thread, comparison is done by bitwise in series, which is shown in Figure 9 . 
2) HARD PATTERN 2: MEMORY READ-WRITE CONFLICT
In previous section we have discussed the batch parallelization of GBCNN. After we obtaining the candidate boxes generated by different images in a batch, we allocate GPU memory space for the results. There are many blanks in the memory space, this kind of allocation strategy is not suitable for batch inference in R-Net and O-Net, so a data squeeze operation is needed. In original MTCNN there is no batch inference in P-Net, and it only need a single memory space block, bounding boxes generated by all layers of image pyramid are stored in a vector structure. However, when we re-allocate the bounding boxes data in a discrete memory space, memory read-write conflict appears. This conflict limits MTCNN to make memory allocation in parallel. Very specifically, the results after softmax NMS process are stored in blocks, and we need a continues address data space instead of this unordered one. But we can not concurrent reassemble these data because of the address' conflict, this hazard may cause a wrong written result. For example, in Figure 10 , if we want to reorganize the step 1 data to step 4 data, we pick the green data to overwrite the green box region. This procedure is right in series but wrong in parallel, because when we attempt to pick both lot of black data and green data, some of the black data will be overwritten by some green data.
To solve this problem and optimize the memory allocation, we present a tuple parallel read-write method. The method can be described as followed: we define a ''tuple data block'' as five key points in each bounding box data structure (x, y, width, height, score) , and we don't launch too many threads to parallel read and write but only five threads. For example in Figure 10 , No.0 thread takes charge of the darkest element in one tuple block, No.1 thread takes charge of the less dark one, and so on. At the same time we need maintain an extra data structure ''bbox_number'' to help addressing during parallel squeeze. No.0 thread go through the darkest element in all tuple blocks and reassemble them in right order in series, the same goes on the other 4 threads. This method makes sure that different threads have no influence to the others in reading and writing data.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The datasets we choose in our experiment are mainly from wider-face [21] and some videos we have captured in a kindergarten. The hardware platform we use to perform experiments is a heterogeneous platform with (1) CPU: Intel i3-4170; (2) GPU: GTX TitanX; (3) main memory: 16G RAM.
The software platform is composed of the following: Windows 10 operation system, Visual Studio 2015, and CUDA 9.0.
All training and testing are in single float precision, and the experiments in this article have been repeated ten times to get the mean value and standard deviation.
We select some images as experimental data and we focus on the inference speed more than the improvement of inference accuracy. Actually, our GB-CNN do not finetune MTCNN and we use the original net parameters in MTCNN. And our GB-CNN has the same results compared with MTCNN.
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF MULTI-SCALE PARALLELIZATION
First, we evaluate the effectiveness of our multi-scale parallelization. The hyper-parameters are set as followed: min_face_size = 40, confidence_threshold of three cascaded CNNs are 0.6,0.7,0.7, nms_threshold of three cascaded CNNs are 0.5,0.7,0.7, start_scale = 0.3, scale_decay = 0.707.
As we all know, different images generate different candidate bounding boxes, to keep it fair to evaluate our GBCNN batch performance, we assemble the same images into a batch and compare it with the same image inference on MTCNN. We varies the batch_number from 5 to 25 and test our GBCNN and MTCNN. The results are summarized in Figure 11 .
In Figure 11 , the gray bars represent MTCNN, we mark them as batch_number = 1, the other blue ones represent our GBCNN with different batch number. From the result we can find that in all image sizes, our GBCNN has a significant speedup compared with MTCNN. In 1080p images, the fps of batch 25 can reach 81, the speedup is 4; in 480p images, the fps of batch 25 can reach 322, the speedup is 6.7; in 200p images, the fps of batch 25 can reach 408, the speedup is 6.6. We can find that in smaller size images, we get a higher speedup, because the smaller size images use less full of GPU sources, the batch operation in this case have more benefits, on the other hand, the bigger size images use more full of GPU sources, then batch operation have less benefits.
The speedup-batch number ratio decreases with batch number growing, in 480p images with batch_number = 5, the speedup is 3.2, the speedup-batch number ratio is 3.2/5 = 0.64; when the batch_number = 25, the speedup is 6.7, the speedup-batch number ratio is 6.7/25 = 0.27. With the batch_number grows linearly, the speedup doesn't grow linearly at the same time, because on one hand, the scalability of original MTCNN is not good, the computation parts are not so dense, on the other hand, with the increase of batch_number, the usage of GPU comes to an upper bound, there are little benefits coming from the batch operations.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF ALL GPU BASED IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we design experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of all gpu based implementation of our GBCNN. All hyper parameters are set as the same as the ones in last section.
First we research different parts' time ratio in a MTCNN and GBCNN, and discover the main time consumer part. The results are shown in Figure 12 .
This figure shows us the most time-consuming part is P-net inference in both MTCNN and GBCNN. The third concentric circle shows the label of different resolution data in MTCNN and GBCNN concentric circle above. The inner circle represents 1080p image data, the middle circle represents 480p image data and the outer circle represents 200p image data. And thanks for our optimization, the P-Net time-ratio is less than that in GBCNN. Actually, nearly all the three cascaded CNNs' inference take a less ratio in our GBCNN. This shows our all gpu based implementation save a lot of data transport time in inference process.
Despite the inference parts, the other all gpu implemented parts are also get a significant benefit. We count the total image resize time, crop time, NMS time and calculate the speedup compared with original MTCNN, then we obtain a Figure 13 . From the figure we can find that in a bigger image, we have higher resize time speedup, because a bigger image consumes more computation power, GPU can run faster than CPU. However, in a smaller image, we have a higher inference time speedup, because the batch operation gets more benefits in smaller images, small image batch make more full use of GPU power.
D. INFLUENCE OF HYPER-PARAMETERS
In this section we evaluate the influence of a varies of hyper parameters. Despite batch_number, which has been discussed in previous section, we especially consider min_face(minimum face size) and conf _thres(confidence threshold) of three cascaded CNNs.
First we evaluate the influence of conf _thres, the results are shown in Table 1 . From this table we can find that the confidence threshold influences the related cascaded CNN's result. In particular, the lower threshold the more bounding box number, the faster speed. And the threshold of P-Net influence much more than O-Net and R-Net, the same goes on in speed.
Second we evaluate the effectiveness of min f ace s ize. We fix the batch_number to 25 and obtain the results which are shown in Figure 14 . The results show that when the minimum face size increase, the MTCNN and GBCNN run faster. Further more, our GBCNN gets more benefits and get higher speedup in increase of minimum face size. Because when the minimum face size is bigger, the fewer candidate bounding boxes are generated by P-Net, and MTCNN make less use of GPU but GBCNN does. So GBCNN have more advantages in this case.
However, the bigger minimum face size brings a coarse face detection result. Because MTCNN and GBCNN can not detected small faces which is smaller than min_face_size. Some results are shown in Figure 15 . This figure illustrates when the size is 20, more little boy and girls' face in background can be detected, when the size is 80, only some teachers' face near the camera can be detected. So there should be a tradeoff before the speed and the detection quality.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a novel fast face detection algorithm called GBCNN. This method helps us deploy a trained face detection model on a GPU platform in a fast way. In our experiments, we run a feed-forward CNN process on a 480p image with 300fps. This result significantly further increase the inference performance over 600% compared to the sateof-the-art related work ''MTCNN''. Our work implements the face detection application in a faster way which has far exceed the real-time performance and makes this application more practical and powerful in many high throughput demand situations.
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